In the SM for any process we have, In the SM for any process we have,
In the SM, In the SM, only weak only weak interactions do this. interactions do this.
It does it
It does it via the quark flavor mixing via the quark flavor mixing mechanism. mechanism. Hence it is a Hence it is a consequence of the quark mass generation consequence of the quark mass generation mechanism mechanism CKM picture of CP violation 
→ This is not a test of unitarity. arg 
CKM picture of CP violation
Measurements of the angles 
Measurements of the angles
B 0 M 12 ∝ e 2 i β B 0 B 0 b → c+ud: V cb V cd * ∝ e i 0 D ( * )+ π − b → u+cd: V ub * V cd ∝ e i γ sin 2β+γ × sin ∆mt
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